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Cosmic topological defects in a wide class of supersymmetric theories can simultaneously be
sources of Higgs bosons of mass, supersymmetry breaking scale, TeV, as well as superheavy
gauge bosons of mass, h ¿ 1 TeV, h being the gauge symmetry breaking scale. Decay of these
Higgs and gauge bosons may contribute significantly to the extragalactic diffuseg-ray background
(EDGRB) above,10 GeV and explain the highest energy cosmic ray (HECR) flux above,1011 GeV,
respectively. Cosmic strings withh much above1014 GeV overproduce both HECR and EDGRB,
and hence are ruled out,if massive particle radiation is their dominant energy loss mechanism.
[S0031-9007(98)05918-3]
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In a wide class of supersymmetric (SUSY) unified gaug
theories, including some versions of effective theories d
rived from superstrings, certain phase transitions can occ
at a temperature comparable to the “soft” supersymm
try breaking scale&1 TeV, even though the associated
gauge symmetry breaking scale itself may be much larg
[1,2]. This occurs rather generically in SUSY theorie
as a consequence of existence [3] of “directions” alon
which the effective potentialV of the relevant scalar field
is almost flat, i.e., the curvaturejV 00j1y2 of the potential is
much smaller than the vacuum expectation value (VEV
h of the scalar field out to field values,h. An “almost
flat potential” for a (complex) Higgs fieldF after super-
symmetry breaking generally has the form [1,2,4,5]V 
V0 2 m2

s f2 1
P`

n1 lnm22n
Pl f2n14, wheref ; jFj and

mPl ; s8pGd1y2 ø 2.4 3 1018 GeV. Thef2 term arises
from soft supersymmetry breaking, so the mass scalems

is typically &1 TeV. The higher order (nonrenormaliz-
able) terms would arise from “integrating out” particles
of Planck mass scales in a “higher” theory such as sup
string theory. The flatness of the potential is due to th
absence of thelf4 term familiar in non-SUSY theories.
Depending on the strengths of the couplingsln, the mini-
mum of the potential, i.e., the VEVh, can lie anywhere in
the range,109 GeV to ,MGUT , 1016 GeV, the grand
unified theory (GUT) scale [6]. The “height” of the po-
tential isV0 , h2m2

s .
For temperaturesT in the rangems ø T & V

1y4
0 , fi-

nite temperature corrections to the potential can hold t
F field at f  0 until T falls below ms, at which a
phase transition occurs takingf to h. Note that al-
though the Higgs scalars in these theories are “ligh
with massmf , jV 00j1y2 , ms & 1 TeV, the associated
gauge bosons have the “usual” mass,h, which can, in
particular, be,MGUT , if the Higgs under consideration
breaks the GUT symmetry. Some cosmological cons
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quences of theories with almost flat potentials (hereaft
simply referred to as “flat SUSY” theories) have been con
sidered in Refs. [2,4,5].

In this Letter, we point out that cosmic topological
defects (TDs) [7] such as magnetic monopoles and cosm
strings associated with phase transitions in flat SUSY the
ries [2,5] can, through their collapse, annihilation, or othe
processes, be sources of Higgs bosons of mass,TeV,
as well asof gauge bosons of superheavy mass sca
,h ¿ 1 TeV, and that the decay products of both thes
kinds of particles may be observable in the Universe toda

Production of extremely energetic photons, nucleon
and neutrinos through decay of massive “X” particles
(typically of GUT-scale mass,1016 GeV) originating
from TDs [8–12], is a subject of much current interes
as a possible explanation [13–15] of the highest energ
cosmic ray (HECR) events at energies*1011 GeV [16].
These TDs have usually been considered within th
context of the standard non-SUSY (and nonflat) quart
GUT symmetry-breaking Higgs potential [7], for which
the relevant phase transition occurs at a temperatureT ,
h , 1016 GeV. In this case, the associated GUT gaug
bosons as well as Higgs bosons, and, consequently,
X particles “constituting” the TDs, all have masses o
the order of the GUT scale VEVh , 1016 GeV. In
contrast, the new feature in flat SUSY theories is tha
the X particles produced by the same TD processes [8
12] would now be Higgs of mass,TeV as well as
superheavy gauge bosons of mass,h ¿ 1 TeV. We
show that decay of these TD-produced TeV mass-sca
Higgs may contribute significantly to the extragalactic
diffuse g-ray background (EDGRB) [17] above a few
GeV (which seems to be difficult to explain otherwise
in terms of emissions from astrophysical objects; se
below), while the superheavy gauge bosons could be
source of HECR particles. In particular, we show tha
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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cosmic strings in flat SUSY theories withh , 1014 GeV
may simultaneously explainboth EDGRB above a few
GeV and HECR, ifX particle production (rather than
gravitational radiation emission) is the dominant energ
loss mechanism for cosmic strings—a possibility recen
suggested in Ref. [10]. By the same token, cosmic strin
with h much larger than1014 GeV (and hence GUT-scale
cosmic strings withh , 1016 GeV) in flat SUSY theories
overproduceboth EDGRB and HECR, and are, therefore
ruled out. (In this case, cosmic strings withh much larger
than 1014 GeV in non-SUSY theories are also ruled ou
because they overproduce HECR).

Note that although the Higgs in flat SUSY theories a
light, they are not expected to be produced in accelerat
operating at energies well below the energy scale,h be-
cause their coupling to minimal supersymmetric standa
model (MSSM) particles, for example, is expected to b
suppressed by a factor,mfyh ø 1. Thus, TDs may in-
deed be the only source of these Higgs in thepresent day
Universe.

The rate of X particle production per unit volume
at a time t in the matter dominated epoch from a
system of TDs can be generally written in the form
[8] dnXydt  sQ0ymX d styt0d241p, wheret0 denotes the
present epoch, andQ0 is the rate of total energy release
per unit volume in the form ofX particles (Higgs plus
gauge bosons) in the present epoch. (We use natu
units, "  c  1, throughout.) On general grounds w
expect that the total energy released will be rough
equipartitioned between the HiggssQ0,fd and the gauge
bosonsQ0,V d modes, and so we will assume thatQ0,f ø
Q0,V ø s1y2dQ0. The dimensionless parameterp is in
general different for different systems of TDs [8]. Her
we consider the casep  1, which is representative of
a large class of TD processes including those involvin
cosmic strings and magnetic monopoles [9–11]. Th
case in which theX particles are of heavy mass scale
,Oshd has been considered earlier [8,9,11–15]. He
we consider the effects of the TeV mass-scale HiggsX
particles, which we shall assume to be nonrelativist
These Higgs would decay on a time scale [1,4,5]t ,
6.6j21shy1016 GeVd2s1 TeVymfd3 sec, wherej & 1 is
a numerical factor [5]. For relevant values ofh andmf

this decay is essentially “instantaneous” on cosmologic
time scales at late epochs of interest to us.

By far the largest number of particles eventuall
produced by anX would come through the hadronic je
fragmentation of quarks and gluons resulting from i
decay (see, e.g., Ref. [18] for arguments concerning
dominance of the hadronic decay channel) [19]. Th
fragmentation of the quarks/gluons into jets of hadro
and the photon spectrum resulting from decay of neut
pions in these jets are well described by the strin
fragmentation scheme implemented in theJETSETprogram
[20]. We assume typical hadronic three-body decays [1
of a X particle into all kinematically available quark
y
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pairs and one uncolored (assumed massless) spectator,
obtain the injected photon spectrum from the decay of
single HiggsX particle by using the parametrization of
the photon spectrum derived fromJETSET, as described
in Ref. [18]. Folding this spectrum with theX particle
production rate then gives us the full injection spectrum.

In our calculation of the predicted totalg-ray flux
today, we have included the effects of electromagnet
cascading andg-g scattering [18,21], and also included
the effect of absorption due to pair production on photon
of infrared, optical, and ultraviolet backgrounds [22]. Th
details of these calculations will be given elsewhere. I
our numerical calculations we have assumed a spatia
flat universe withV0  1 and present Hubble constan
H0  75 km sec21 Mpc21.

Figure 1 shows the Higgs contribution to the ED
GRB for TD processes withp  1 and Higgs mass
mf  500 GeV, 1 TeV, and 2 TeV. The normaliza-
tion of the curves in Fig. 1 corresponds toQ0,f . 4.5 3

10223 eV cm23 sec21 which, as evident from Fig. 1, is an
upper limit onQ0,f (and hence onQ0) for p  1 TD pro-
cesses imposed by the EGRET data.

A recent analysis [17] of the EDGRB indicates tha
the spectrum continues at least up to,100 GeV. The
EDGRB up to,10 GeV can be interpreted as arising from
a superposition of unresolved blazars [23]. However,
blazar g rays are produced by Compton upscattering o
lower energy blazar photons, then only x-ray selected B

FIG. 1. Gamma ray flux due to decay of the Higgs from TD
processes withp  1, Higgs massmf  500 GeV (dashed
curve), 1 TeV (solid curve), and 2 TeV (dotted curve), an
Q0,f . 4.5 3 10223 eV cm23 sec21. The extragalactic diffuse
g-ray background data from EGRET (Ref. [17]) are also show
for comparison.
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Lac objects, a small fraction of the blazar population, ma
qualify as possible contributors to EDGRB above 10 GeV
because only they may have the requisite luminositie
The majority of radio selected BL Lac objects and fla
spectrum radio quasars are likely to have luminositie
falling off above ,10 GeV [24]. Also, extragalactic
absorption effects are likely to steepen the high-ener
spectra of high-redshift quasars above,10 GeV [22].
Thus, there may be cause to consider another compon
of cosmic diffuseg-ray emission. From the shapes o
the curves in Fig. 1, we see that decays of Higgs
mass,500 1000 GeV from p  1 TD processes in flat
SUSY theories may play an important role in producin
the EDGRB in the 10–100 GeV energy range. The ra
of energy injection in the form of TeV Higgs needed
to explain the EDGRB above a few GeV isQEDGRB

0 .
4.5 3 10223 eV cm23 sec21 for mf . 1 TeV.

The upper limit onQ0,f from EDGRB also implies
(through energy equipartition arguments) an upper lim
on Q0 as well as onQ0,V , i.e., Q0y2 ø Q0,f ø Q0,V &
4.5 3 10223 eV cm23 sec21. There is, however, an inde-
pendent upper limit imposed onQ0,V (and hence onQ0)
by the HECR data:Q0,V & QHECR

0 . 3.3 3 10222 3

shy1016 GeVd0.5 eV cm23 sec21 [25], where QHECR
0 is

the rate of energy injection needed to explain the HEC
For h . 1.9 3 1014 GeV, we overproduce EDGRB if
we wish to explain the HECR, and is, therefore, un
favored. (Of course, TDs withh . 1.9 3 1014 GeV
can give significant contributions to the EDGRB
while not contributing significantly to the HECR.) For
3 3 1011 GeV ø h , 1.9 3 1014 GeV we can produce
the HECR, but in this case we significantly under
produce EDGRB if h ø 1.9 3 1014 GeV. The two
independent upper limits can be saturated, i.e., we c
explain both EDGRB above a few GeV and HECR,
h ø 1.9 3 1014 GeV.

The value ofQ0 for a general TD process is not known
a priori —it depends on at least two (not necessari
mutually independent) unknown parameters, namely, t
fraction of the total energy density of the relevant defec
going into X particles, and the symmetry breaking sca
h at which the relevant TDs are formed. Therefore
the above arguments donot by themselves rule out
the existence of GUT scale (i.e.,h , 1016 GeV) TDs
in general—they only tell us that GUT scale TDs ar
unlikely to be responsible for HECR, because that wou
conflict with EDGRB.

The situation is, however, very different in the case o
cosmic strings with the recent results [10] of numerica
simulations of cosmic string evolution in the Universe
These studies show that the energy density,rsstd, in
“long” (i.e., horizon crossing) strings at any timet is
maintained in the scaling solution [7],rsstd  mysx2t2d,
by energy loss from long strings occurring predominant
on the scale of thestring width, i.e., through formation
of string width-size small loops which quickly decay into
3700
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X particles or through direct emission of theX particles
that “constitute” the strings, and not through formatio
of (sub)horizon size loops and their subsequent decay
emission of gravitational radiation as thought earlier [7
(Herem is the energy per unit length of the string, andx
is in the range 0.27–0.34 [10].) This result, while subje
to confirmation by independent simulations, obviously h
important implications for HECR and EDGRB. Indee
in this case, there is effectively only one free parame
(namely, m or equivalently h) in the problem, which
also fixesQ0. In fact, in this case, the observed data o
ultrahigh energy cosmic rays already rule out [9,10] GU
scale cosmic strings for the standard nonflat poten
case. We shall see that this is also true for the fl
potential case, but here an additional constraint (due
TeV mass scale Higgs) comes from the EDGRB data.

From the results of Ref. [10], the rate of energy lo
of strings per unit volume throughX particle emission is
drX ydt . s2y3dmysx2t3d, which gives Q0 . 7.4myt3

0 ,
with x . 0.3. Requiring Q0,f . 0.5Q0 & QEDGRB

0 .
4.5 3 10223 eV cm23 sec21, we getm & 4.5 3 1025 3

s1016 GeVd2. Taking, for flat potentials,m , 0.1h2 [5],
we get h & 2.1 3 1014 GeV. Thus, in this case, GUT
scale cosmic strings necessarily overproduce EDGR
and are, therefore, ruled out. A similar constraint fo
lows from HECR: Here one requiresQ0,V ø 0.5Q0 &

QHECR
0 . 3.3 3 10222shy1016 GeVd0.5 eV cm23 sec21,

which givesh & 2.2 3 1014 GeV.
Note that for a nonflat potential, wherem . ph2 and

where one expects theX particles to be predominantly o
heavy mass scale,h, so thatQ0,V ø Q0, the constraint
on h from HECR ish & 1.4 3 1013 GeV.

It is thus clear that cosmic strings withh much greater
than 1014 GeV, and in particular, GUT scale cosmi
strings with h , 1016 GeV, are ruled out both for flat
as well as nonflat potentialsif X particle production is
their dominant energy loss mechanism. At the same tim
in this case, cosmic strings withh , 2 3 1014 GeV in
SUSY models with flat potentials can potentially accou
for the high energy ends of both EDGRB and HEC
In this respect, absence of free parameters other than
symmetry breaking scaleh seems to make cosmic string
a “natural” candidate source of HECR (and possibly
EDGRB above a few GeV).

Cosmic string formation ath , 1014 GeV rather than
at the GUT scale of,1016 GeV is not hard to implement.
For example, in a SUSY theory, the breaking SOs10d !
SUs3d 3 SUs2d 3 Us1dY 3 Us1d can take place at the
GUT unification scalesMGUT , 1016 GeV without any
cosmic string formation, but the second U(1) can
subsequently broken with a flat potential with a VE
h , 1014 GeV to yield cosmic strings that are releva
for EDGRB and HECR.

Cosmic strings withh , 1014 GeV would be too light
to be relevant for structure formation in the Univers
Their signatures on the CMBR sky would also be to
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weak to detect. However, signatures of these cosm
strings may be searched for with next generationg-ray
instruments such as GLAST [26], which will be able to
resolve further the discrete source component and there
reveal the possible existence of a truly cosmic compone
of the EDGRB as in Fig. 1, and in proposed HECR
observatories such as Auger [27] and OWL [28].
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